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First Indian Brand To Offer

ONLY CALIBRATED PLY



It all started nineteen years ago when the founders decided to venture 

into supply of core veneers and other raw materials to the plywood and 

panel industry. With an innate focus on supreme quality, ethical, 

transparent business processes and a firm commitment to deadlines 

helped the company gain adequate attention and precious faith. Since 

its inception, the company has been steadily growing, regularly 

widening, diversifying and serving the plywood and panel industry in 

India. Producing defect free panel, which is strong, durable, safe and 

able to withstand all adversities, has gradually made Savitri Woods, a 

preferred partner for a large number of interior designers, realtors and 

builders. Being located amidst the fertile terrestrial and an ultra-suitable 

habitat for Eucalyptus, geographical advantage supports the company 

to avoid substantial transportation costs which eventually translates 

into the efficient and economical product pricing. 

Accredited with certifications like BIS, ISO, OHSAS, CE, FSC & with 

technical support from IPIRTI, Savitri Woods acquires its logs from the 

sustainably managed forests and plantations to reciprocate its 

ecological responsibility, legal accountability and adherence to global 

benchmarks.





BWP PLYWOOD IS :710 BWP Marine Grade 

MR GRADE PLYWOOD IS : 303 Moisture Resistant 

BWP BLOCKBOARD IS :1659BWP Grade 

MR GRADE BLOCKBOARD IS : 1659Moisture Resistant 

Range of Products 
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Wigwam Fabricate Birch Marine Plywood is the standard bearer when it comes to Plywood. Its combination of looks and strength all 

combine to make an all-around standout option, and something that is perfect for countless applications. Wigwam Fabricate Birch Marine 

Plywood is made from 100% hardwood timber. It is bonded by BWP type adhesive (E 1) as per IS 848 and pressed with high temperature 

and line pressure of 240kg/cm2. It is pre-treated with glue line poisoned and post treated with eco-friendly preservative chemicals. It 

contains a preservative component that prevents damage caused by termite, wood borer and fungal decay, offering an extended durability 

and meets the 72 hours boiling water resistance test as per the BIS 710

HIGHLIGHTS :

Marine Grade

 100% Hardwood made 

 Both side calibrated

 Pre composed core and panels to reduce gaps 

 Immune to Termites

 High Density of 770 - 825kg/m3 

 Glue line protection and preservative treatment

 20 Years Guarantee

Double surface sanding for superior surface finish

Applications: Kitchen, Wardrobes, Structural Home Building, Subfloors, Shipping Crates, Wall Bracing, Roof Bracing Walls,

Outdoor flooring, Roof Linings and Stables, Garden Furniture, etc.

Immune to Microbes

BWP
PRODUCT
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Wigwam Fabricate Birch MR plywood is ideal for robust interior construction work and thanks to its elegant looks it can be 

great option for decore work as well. Made from 100% hardwood Wigwam Fabricate Birch MR Plywood has density of 770-

825 kg/m3 which give the panel a multi-ply edge that offers unparallel strength and stability. Special fortified MUF resin has 

been used in manufacturing plywood leading to excellent properties of moisture resistance. It contains a preservative 

component that prevents damage caused by termite, wood borer and fungal decay, offering an extended durability.  

Wigwam Fabricate Birch MR plywood has low emission formaldehyde rate E1 class and comes with IS 303 certification.
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Wigwam Fabricate Birch bwp blockboard is a premium quality blockboard made from the most admired imported treated 

pine wood. This blockboard is made with high quality nonextended phenol formaldehyde resin and meets all the 

specifications of is 1659 (bwp). Both seasoned wood and pf resin ensures excellent strength. Face veneer of the birch wood 

increases the durability, strength and overall look of the products. Glue line poisoning method is used extensively to protect 

blockboard against wood damaging insects like termite and borers. Each blockboard frames are kiln seasoned to 6%-8% 

moisture content and treated with eco-friendly preservative by dip diffusion treatment method.
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Wigwam fabricate birch mr block board is an interior grade block board made from the most admired imported treated pine 

wood. This block board is made with high quality resin and meets all the specifications of is 1659 (mr). Both seasoned wood 

and fortified resin ensures excellent strength. Face veneer of the birch wood increases the durability, strength and overall 

look of the products. Glue line poisoning method is used extensively to protect blockboard against wood damaging insects. 

Each blockboard frames are kiln seasoned to 6%-8% moisture content and treated with eco-friendly preservative by dip 

diffusion treatment method.
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